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 Ancient Egypt
Ancient Egypt
by Peter Bull

ISBN: 9780753467435
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Explorers
Publisher: Kingfisher
Pub. Date: 2013-03-19
Pages: 32
Price: $12.50

Explorers  are designed to appeal to all readers aged 6-8: those who are just starting to read alone and more confident readers who are beginning to exercise
wider reading and crossreferencing skills. Lively, dramatic artwork scenes draw children into a subject, and each scene is followed by a photographic
information spread that gives a wealth of extra detail. As a fun extra element, the reader can follow themed links to access information on related
topics.What was everyday life like in ancient Egypt? How was life different for rulers, gods, and goddesses? In this volume, early readers will find out the
fascinating answers to these enduring questions. In one section on daily life, kids can glimpse into a farmer's house to see how an ancient Egyptian family
lived. On the next spread, kids can examine photographs of extraordinary artifacts that have survived over 5,000 years and have been unearthed by
archaeologists.

 The Ancient Egyptians
Dress, Eat, Write and Play Just Like the Egyptians
by Fiona Macdonald

ISBN: 9780778740698
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hands-On History
Publisher: Crabtree Pub
Pub. Date: 2008-03-01
Pages: 32
Price: $10.95

Presents a brief history of ancient Egypt along with facts about everyday life, and provides step-by-step instructions for making such projects as a reed boat,
water clock, and ceremonial sistrum.

 Anubis Speaks!
A Guide to the Afterlife by the Egyptian God of the Dead
by Vicky A. Shecter

ISBN: 9781590789957
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Secrets of the Ancient Gods
Publisher: Boyds Mills Press
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 128
Price: $19.95

Who better than Anubis, the jackal-headed god of mummification, to serve as a guide through the dreaded Land of the Dead? In this fresh and imaginative
approach to nonfiction, the first title in the Secrets of the Ancient Gods series, Anubis steers the reader through the Egyptian dark lands. Along the way, they
meet fearsome gods and gruesome monsters. And they witness the battle of the gods against Apophis, the giant demon-snake trying to devour the world.
With ghoulish humor and lots of attitude (he is a god, after all), Anubis introduces readers to ancient Egyptian beliefs and rituals-including the secrets of
mummification-with panache and, if he does say so himself, drop-dead humor. Includes glossary, bibliography, and index.
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 Encyclopedia Of Ancient Egypt

by G. Harvey

ISBN: 9781409532279
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Usborne
Pub. Date: 2012-10-30
Pages: 128
Price: $19.95

This is a new edition of the popular and successful encyclopedia describing the remarkable history of Ancient Egypt. You can discover remarkable facts of
one of the world s oldest civilisations from its origins as a group of settlements along the banks of the Nile, its rise to one of the world s greatest civilisations
to its decline at the hands of the Roman Empire. It is filled with stunning photographs and detailed illustrations. It includes a comprehensive factfinder
featuring a time chart, a list of who s who and details of recent archaeological finds. It includes internet links that offer a fascinating selection of
recommended web sites - with sound, animation or video clips which provide additional information for projects and homework.

 I Wonder Why Pyramids Were Built
by Philip Steele

ISBN: 9780753465271
Binding: Paperback 
Series: I Wonder Why
Publisher: Kingfisher
Pub. Date: 2011-03-01
Pages: 32
Price: $7.99

Browsers and young students alike will enjoy these lively question and answer books with their unique mix of realistic illustration and engaging cartoons.
The enticing questions will amaze, amuse and inspire, while the highly visual format encourages kids to keep reading.

 Pharaohs and Foot Soldiers
One Hundred Ancient Egyptian Jobs You Might Have Desired or Dreaded
by Kristin Butcher

ISBN: 9781554511709
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Jobs in History
Publisher: Annick Press
Pub. Date: 2009-02-20
Pages: 96
Price: $16.95

Imagine being an interpreter of dreams in ancient Egypt.
What was the daily grind like for the ancient Egyptians? Imagine it's your job to carve elaborate tombs out of rock formations (it will take years to do) or
man an army outpost in the extreme heat of the desert. You might have worked transporting some of the over 2 million stones for the Great Pyramid or
engineered irrigation projects along the Nile. Pharaohs and Foot Soldiers offers an innovative look at the jobs that kept Ancient Egypt running for 3,000
years.
Among the 100 careers profiled you'll also find reed cutters (who worked naked), sandal makers (many went barefoot) and even embalmers (pulling out
organs took special training). Whether prestigious or poor, Egyptians had to be tough, trustworthy, stealthy and skilled to get by.
Complete with a fact-filled introduction, a comprehensive timeline and playful illustrations throughout, Pharaohs and Foot Soldiers will inspire readers to
imagine how they may have lived out their days as a member of one of history's most fascinating civilizations.
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 Treasury of Egyptian Mythology

Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, Monsters & Mortals
by Donna Jo Napoli

ISBN: 9781426313806
Binding: Hardback 
Series: National Geographic Kids
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2013-10-22
Pages: 192
Price: $27.95

This volume is a stunning tableau of Egyptian myths, including those of pharaohs, queens, deities, and legendary creatures like the Sphinx. The stories are
embellished with sidebars that provide historical, cultural, and geographic context and a mapping feature. Resource notes and ample back matter direct
readers to discover more about ancient Egypt. Full color.

 Understanding Egyptian Myths
by Sheri Doyle

ISBN: 9780778745136
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Myths Understood
Publisher: Crabtree Pub
Pub. Date: 2012-02-01
Pages: 48
Price: $11.95

In this colorful book, students will learn about the roles and relationships of the heroes and gods in ancient Egyptian myths and legends. Several ancient
Egyptians myths are retold, describing how these stories helped ancient people interpret their world.
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